St. Louis Blues by Chuck Berry

Basic Line Dance

Step 1: Cha Cha: cha cha right front, then left back (Two counts of 8)

Step 2: Cha Cha Side or Salsa Side: Starting with the right side then the left side (Two counts of 8)

Step 3: Grapevine Step: Starting to the right side, then left side. (Two counts of 8)

Step 4: “X” Step/Transition Turn: Reach right hand out on count 1 & right foot out, Reach left hand out on count 2 & left foot out. Right hand & foot come in on count 3, Left hand & foot come in on count 4. (Out, out, in, in). Repeat step as you quarter turn to right. Another count of 8

- Line dance repeats all steps to 4 sides